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La2CuO4 has been fluorinated using XeF2 as a soft fluorinating
agent at temperatures ranging from 200 to 400°C. The structure
of the fluorinated samples was studied by a combination of X-ray
diffraction (XRD), electron diffraction (ED), high-resolution
electron microscopy (HREM), and microanalysis. XRD shows
the sequential changes with increasing temperature of the XeF2

treatment. A significant structural rearrangement, associated
with the formation of a tetragonal K2NiF4-type structure (I-
centered lattice with cell parameters a 5 4.0383(6) As ,
c 5 13.093(3) As ) occurs at 250°C. Samples annealed at 300 and
400°C reveal the formation of a new monoclinic phase
(a+17.36 As , b+5.62 As , c+10.59 As , b+91.5°; SG, C2/m).
The structural model, deduced from ED and HREM, involves
the filling of part of the interstitial positions by fluorine atoms
with removal of the neighboring oxygen, resulting in the forma-
tion of a fluorite-like arrangement of the La(O, F) layers. The
fluorite-type and NaCl-type slabs alternate along the [110]
direction of the K2NiF4 subcell in an ordered array. Several
crystallites also show an incommensurate superstructure which is
explained as a pseudoperiodic arrangement of shear planes.
( 1999 Academic Press

INTRODUCTION

Stoichiometric La
2
CuO

4
exhibits a semiconducting be-

havior. The hole concentration, which is necessary for the
appearance of superconductivity, may be achieved either by
heterovalent cationic substitution on the A-sublattice (1) or
by the insertion of additional anions into the interstitial
positions between the double LaO layers using a large
variety of different techniques: high oxygen pressure anneal-
ing (2, 3), electrochemical oxidation, oxidation by a KMnO

4
solution (4, 5), and fluorination (6—8). La

2
CuO

4
treated

by diluted or pure F
2

gas reveals a superconducting
transition with ¹

#
+35—40 K (6). The formation of a super-

conducting oxyfluoride was observed only for a low fluor-
ination level, which is associated with a low temperature of
the fluorine treatment (150—200°C). Earlier investigations
were mainly devoted to the structural aspects of fluorine
440
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accommodation for this superconducting oxyfluoride. It
was found that incorporation of a small amount of fluorine
into the La

2
CuO

4
structure (up to a La

2
Cu(O,F)

4.18
com-

position) is accompanied by an enhancement of the orthor-
hombic distortion and an increase of the c parameter of the
unit cell (7). Neutron powder structure refinement as well as
EXAFS studies revealed that no significant structural trans-
formation occurs during the fluorination; fluorine atoms are
located at interstitial positions, tetrahedrally coordinated
by La atoms and placed between two successive LaO layers
(8). This behavior is similar to that previously found for
oxygen-doped La

2
CuO

4
samples (9).

An increase of the fluorination temperature leads to
a structural rearrangement. The formation of a new non-
superconducting tetragonal phase with cell parameters
a"5.7(1) As and c"13.1(1) As was observed by X-ray dif-
fraction when La

2
CuO

4
was treated by F

2
at 230°C (10).

Electron diffraction revealed the presence of a superstruc-
ture indexed on the basis of a monoclinic unit cell (11). An
incommensurate superstructure connected with the forma-
tion of shear planes was also found in limited regions of the
sample. The origin of this ordering was not determined,
however, and the structure of the compound formed at
a high level of fluorination is still unclear.

Recently we showed that XeF
2

is a soft and effective
fluorinating agent and may be applied for the preparation of
different superconducting oxyfluorides (12—15). In this pa-
per we report the results of the fluorination of La

2
CuO

4
by

XeF
2

at different synthesis conditions and the structural
characterization of the materials by a combination of X-ray
diffraction, electron diffraction, and high resolution electron
microscopy.

EXPERIMENTAL

La
2
CuO

4
for further fluorination was prepared by a rou-

tine ceramic technique using La
2
O

3
and CuO as initial

reagents. Stoichiometric amounts of these oxides were inti-
mately mixed, pressed into pellets, and heated in air at



FIG. 1. X-ray diffraction patterns for (a) the initial La
2
CuO

4
(b) fluor-

inated at 200°C and (c) fluorinated at 250°C. The theoretical peak positions
were calculated using the cell dimensions described in the text; they are
marked below. The peaks from LaOF are indicated by an asterisk.
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950°C for 40 h. The obtained monophasic La
2
CuO

4
ex-

hibits unit cell constants a"5.3562(2) As , b"5.4015(2) As ,
c"13.1531(8) As , which are in good agreement with those
previously published.

Since XeF
2

is very sensitive to the traces of moisture, all
operations were carried out in a glove box filled with dried
N

2
. La

2
CuO

4
(0.4 g) was mixed with XeF

2
(provided by the

Laboratory of Inorganic Synthesis of the Institute of Ap-
plied Chemical Physics ‘‘Kurchatovskii Institut,’’ Moscow,
Russia) in a molar ratio of 1:1 and ground in an agate
mortar. The mixture was placed in a Ni crucible and then
sealed in a copper tube. The samples were annealed at
temperatures ranging from 200 to 400°C for 40 h and then
furnace cooled to room temperature.

The phase composition of the samples and the lattice
parameters of the compounds were determined by X-ray
diffraction using a focusing Guinier-camera FR-552
(CuKa

1
-radiation, germanium internal standard) and a Phi-

lips X’pert diffractometer (CuKa-radiation, reflection ge-
ometry, proportional counter).

AC susceptibility measurements were performed in the
temperature range 12—100 K at an external field amplitude
of 1 Oe and a frequency of 27 Hz.

Electron diffraction (ED) and high resolution electron
microscopy (HREM) were performed using a JEOL
4000EX instrument. EDX analysis and electron diffraction
were performed using a Philips CM20 microscope with
a LINK-2000 attachment. Image simulation was made us-
ing MacTempas software.

RESULTS

X-ray diffraction patterns of fluorinated samples show
clear changes with increasing temperature of the XeF

2
treat-

ment (Fig. 1). A phase with a La
2
CuO

4
-type structure was

obtained when the fluorination was performed at 200°C
(Fig. 1b). The X-ray pattern was indexed as orthorhombic
with cell parameters a"5.3526(4) As , b"5.4239(5) As , and
c"13.206(1) As . This compound exhibits an increased or-
thorhombic distortion in comparison with the initial
La

2
CuO

4
, as is clear from the increased splitting of the 020

and 200 reflections with respect to the initial La
2
CuO

4
(Fig. 1a). In fact, the cell parameters for the fluorinated
compound obtained in our case are close to those observed
before by different authors for superconducting fluorinated
La

2
CuO

4
(7, 8). Since the structure of this compound has

been thoroughly studied already, no further investigation
was performed.

A significant structural transformation with the forma-
tion of a tetragonal K

2
NiF

4
-type structure (a"4.0383(6) As ,

c"13.093(3) As ; SG, I4/mmm) occurs after 250°C fluorina-
tion (Fig. 1c). Extremely wide peaks, visible on the X-ray
pattern, correspond to badly crystallized LaOF oxyfluoride.
Besides the reflections belonging to the tetragonal phase
and LaOF, several broad reflections with weak intensities
were also detected. The reflections of the main tetragonal
phase within a limited 2h-range exhibit significantly differ-
ent broadening (for instance, 103 and 110 reflections). This
different broadening as well as the presence of unindexed
weak reflections points toward a decrease in symmetry and
a deviation from the undistorted tetragonal unit cell. The
X-ray diffraction pattern and cell dimensions for this com-
pound are very similar to those previously observed for
La

2
CuO

4
fluorinated at 230°C by F

2
(10) if the increase of

the a parameter by J2 would be taken into account
(4.038 As ]J2"5.71 As ). However, we did not find any
additional reflections which could lead to an increase of the
a parameter.

Measurements of the temperature dependence of the
magnetic susceptibility revealed that all samples fluorinated
at temperatures above 200°C do not exhibit a supercon-
ducting transition down to 12 K, while samples treated at
t"200°C showed superconductivity with ¹

#,0/4%5
+40 K.

The fluorine content of the crystallites was investigated
inside the electron microscope using EDX analysis. An



FIG. 2. Part of the EDX spectrum for the 250°C fluorinated sample
showing O(Ka) and F(Ka) peaks in the lower energy range.

FIG. 3. Electron diffraction patterns taken along the most relevant
zone axes of the sample prepared at 250°C fluorination.
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exact quantitative analysis of the fluorine content is difficult
because of the low Z-number. A typical EDX spectrum in
Fig. 2 clearly shows the presence of fluorine within the
crystallites, but give only a rough estimation of the amount
of fluorine incorporated.

To reveal the structural changes related to the fluorina-
tion, samples obtained at 250, 300, and 400°C were
studied by ED and HREM. All electron diffraction reflec-
tions could be divided into two categories: the brighter
spots were successfully indexed on the base of a body-
centered tetragonal unit cell with cell dimensions close to
those of the tetragonal K

2
NiF

4
-type phase by X-ray diffrac-

tion. Apart from these spots, belonging to the K
2
NiF

4
-

sublattice, less bright superstructure reflections were found
(see Fig. 3).

After a 250°C treatment, electron diffraction patterns
along the [100]*

5
and [11 10]*

5
directions show weak super-

structure reflections which were indexed on a body-centered
tetragonal lattice with doubled cell parameters of the
K

2
NiF

4
-subcell (a"8.06 As , c"26.2 As ) (Fig. 3). The weak-

ness of the superstructure spots and their unstability under
electron beam irradiation allows us to connect them to an
ordering on the anion sublattice. These circumstances ham-
per the direct observation of the ordering by HREM. The
optical diffraction pattern, obtained from a [11 10]

5
HREM

image shown in Fig. 4, reveals that the repeat period is 5.7 As
along [110]

5
and 13.1 As along the [001]

5
axis. Since the unit

cell deduced from the ED patterns is hardly visible on the
HREM image, it is difficult to determine the exact structural
arrangement of the ordering. The brighter spots in the rows
corresponding to the La

2
O

2
layers form an ordered array

and, according to that, the placement of the fluorine atoms
in the interstitial positions between two successive LaO
could occur as shown in Fig. 5. The fluorine insertion leads
to a tilting of the CuO

6
octahedra to increase the distance

between the fluorine and the apical oxygen atoms. The
cooperative character of this tilting may result in the
appearance of the superstructure, visible on the ED patterns
and the HREM image.

Samples synthesized at 300 and 400°C show similar struc-
tural aspects and will be discussed together. Two sections of
reciprocal space are shown in Figs. 6a and 6b. The ED



FIG. 4. [11 10]
5
HREM image for the sample fluorinated at 250°C. The optical diffraction pattern is shown as an inset.
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pattern in Fig. 6a was taken along the [11 10]*
5

zone axis of
the K

2
NiF

4
sublattice. The shortest reciprocal vectors, re-

lated to the superstructure reflections, are oriented along the
FIG. 5. Model of a possible fluorine distribution, in agreement with the
HREM image in Fig. 4.
[116]*
5

and [11 11 4]*
5

directions and form an approximately
rectangular mesh with direct lattice dimensions 8.65]
10.59 As . However, the angle between the main vectors is not
exactly 90°, which indicates a monoclinic symmetry for the
superstructure. The 1/5[116]*

5
and 1/5[11 11 4]*

5
reciprocal vec-

tors were chosen as respectively the [100]*
.

and [001]*
.

vectors of the monoclinic lattice, which makes it possible to
index this diffraction pattern as the [010]*

.
zone axis (the

subscript index t refers to the K
2
NiF

4
-sublattice; m refers to

the new monoclinic cell). The relative orientation of the
subcell and supercell axes in reciprocal and direct space is
shown in the insertion of Figs. 6a and 7, respectively. Since
the [11 10]*

5
and [010]*

.
coincide, it is reasonable to assume

that the repeat period along the b direction of the mon-
oclinic cell is equal to the repeat period of the K

2
NiF

4
sublattice along [11 10]

5
(+5.4—5.7 As ). Indeed, the ED pat-

tern shown in Fig. 6b supports this assumption. Moreover,
this pattern shows a doubling of the a parameter and the
presence of systematic extinctions. Both ED patterns were
completely indexed on the basis of a monoclinic unit cell
with parameters a+17.36 As , b+5.62 As , c+10.59 As ,
and b"91.5. The only extinction condition h#k"2n
allows us to propose C2, Cm, and C2/m as possible space
groups. The relation between the K

2
NiF

4
-subcell and the



FIG. 6. Electron diffraction patterns of the monoclinic superstructure
of the 300°C treated La

2
CuO

4
: [010]*

.
(a) and [011 1]*

.
(b). The relative

orientation of the reciprocal monoclinic axes and the vectors of K
2
NiF

4
subcell is shown.

FIG. 7. Relation between the monoclinic supercell and the K
2
NiF

4
subcell in direct space. The structure is represented along [11 10]

5
.
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monoclinic supercell in reciprocal space is given by the
following matrix:

h*
.
"2h*

5
#2k*

5
#l*

5

k*
.
"!h*

5
#k*

5

l*
.
"!3/2h*

5
!3/2k*

5
#1/2l*

5
.

The results of this reciprocal space investigation were
confirmed by direct space observations. The HREM image,
corresponding to the ED pattern of Fig. 6a, is shown in
Fig. 8. According to image simulations (see below), the
brighter rows can be interpreted as projections of the
(CuO

2
) planes, and the less bright rows in between as La

2
O

2
layers. The superstructure is clearly visible due to an inten-
sity variation along the La

2
O

2
layers. Dark and bright areas

alternate along [110]
5

and form an ordered array corre-
sponding to the monoclinic unit cell described above. In the
thicker part of the crystal (Fig. 8, bottom) it is clear that also
the (CuO

2
) planes are periodically affected by the formation

of this superstructure.
Both the X-ray and the electron microscopy investigation

reveal that the structure of all fluorinated compounds is
based on a K

2
NiF

4
subcell. This allows us to propose that

the cation sublattice remains unchanged by fluorination
and that the ordering appears to be due to insertion of
additional anions and rearrangement between oxygen and
fluorine atoms. Although it is difficult to determine the
nature of the anion ordering unambiguously without neu-
tron diffraction experiments, it is nevertheless possible to
propose a probable model which is consistent with all ED
and HREM results.

Since the main contrast variations were found to be
linked to the La

2
O

2
layers, the assumption that the (CuO

2
)

planes are not strongly affected by fluorine insertion seems
quite reasonable. As it was found earlier, extra anions in
R

2
CuO

4
compounds with the T-type structure (R"La) are

accommodated at interstitial cavities located between the
two rocksalt LaO planes of the La

2
O

2
layer (8, 9). These



FIG. 8. HREM image along [11 10]
5
of the monoclinic superstructure, corresponding to the ED pattern shown in Fig. 6a.
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cavities are coordinated by four La3` ions and four apical
oxygen atoms. The short distance between apical oxygen
atoms and interstitial anions requires the displacement of
apical oxygen or the removal of some of them. The fluorite-
like structure of the R

2
O

2
layers with fully occupied anion

positions, tetrahedrally coordinated by R3`, and without
apical oxygen is realized for R

2
CuO

4
compounds with T@-

structure (R"Pr—Gd) (16). Thus the interstitial positions in
the T-phase are the normal anion positions in the T@-phase.
We propose that the blocks with fully occupied interstitial
positions and without apical oxygen (fluorite slab) alternate
with the blocks containing apical oxygen atoms and empty
interstitial positions (rocksalt slab), resulting in a structure
compatible with the experimentally observed image con-
trast. This means that part of the apical oxygen atoms in the
initial La

2
CuO

4
is replaced by interstitial fluorine. This

competing anion exchange reaction always takes place dur-
ing fluorination in a closed vessel at temperatures above
300°C, as was shown previously for different superconduct-
ing oxides (13, 14). The oxygen released due to anion ex-
change is absorbed at the inner surface of the copper tube,
forming traces of Cu

2
O. The cell parameters of the K

2
NiF

4
-

subcell, determined by X-ray diffraction, also give an in-
direct confirmation of the anion exchange. The planar
Cu—O distances, corresponding to a"4.038 As , are ex-
tremely large for Cu cations in the oxidation state between
#2 and #3 and show a possible partial reduction of the
(CuO

2
) planes. The increased parameter a"4.038 As and

decreased parameter c"13.093 As provide indirect support
of the presence of fluorite slabs in the structure. Indeed, the
phases with fluorite fragments (T@ and T*) have the signifi-
cantly larger a parameter (and consequently a larger Cu—O
in-plane bond length) than seen with La

2
CuO

4
. The trans-

formation of the T-type structure into the T@ one is also
accompanied by a significant compression of the unit cell
along the c-axis. This is the case for the La

2~x
Nd

x
CuO

4`d
solid solution with T and T@ structures, where the values of
the cell parameters for two close points could be compared.
The T-phase (x"0.5) exhibits cell parameters for the
K

2
NiF

4
subcell a"3.81 As and c"13.056 As ; the T@ phase



FIG. 9. Model for the anion ordering. (a) A 3D overview of the
monoclinic supercell; Cu atoms are inside the octahedra and pyramids;
large circles represent La atoms, small circles represent fluorine. (b) Projec-
tion of the unit cell along [010]

.
; the cooperative atomic displacements are

indicated by arrows; La atoms are not shown for clarity.
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(x"0.6) has an increased parameter a"3.985 As and a de-
creased c"12.445 As (17).

The fitting between experimental HREM images and
calculated ones computed using the structure models with
different extensions of rocksalt and fluorite slabs long (110)

5
was tested. The best agreement with the experimental
HREM image (shown in Fig. 8) was achieved with the
model shown in Figs. 9a and 9b. The copper atoms above
and below the fluorite slab are surrounded by five oxygen
atoms forming a CuO

5
tetragonal pyramid. The CuO

6
octahedra on both sides of the inserted fluorine atoms are
slightly tilted to increase the distance between the fluorine
and the apical oxygen atoms in the neighboring rocksalt
slabs. Due to this tilt, the CuO

5
pyramids are drawn closer

to the fluorine, causing a modulation of the (CuO
2
) planes

which can be observed in the thicker part of experimental
image. The atomic coordinates were calculated according to
the determined monoclinic cell with the most symmetrical
C2/m space group. The calculated HREM images based on
this model for different values of defocus and thickness are
presented in Fig. 10.

The composition of this phase deduced from the structure
model corresponds to the La

2
CuO

3.6
F
0.8

formula. This
phase can be considered as a result of an anion exchange
with replacing 0.4 O2~ anions by 0.8 F~ ones, which leads
to a formal copper oxidation state #2. The disappearance
of superconductivity for the samples obtained at 300—400°C
fluorination can be understood by the insufficient formal
copper valence as well as by the distortion of the (CuO

2
)

planes or by a partial anion replacement in the CuO
2
layers.

The structure of La
2
CuO

3.6
F

0.8
can be considered as

intermediate between the T and T@ structures. The c/3a
ration for this phase is approximately equal to 1.08. This
value is common for the T* phase which is a hybrid of the
T and T@ phases with an alternation of rocksalt and fluorite
blocks along the c-axis (18). However, in the La

2
CuO

3.6
F
0.8

compound the rocksalt and fluorite fragments also alternate
along [110]

5
, this in contrast to the T* structure. Unlike the

fluorinated La
2
CuO

4
, the Cu—O in-plane distance in struc-

tures of different T* phases are average between T and T@. It
was concluded from the analysis of a number of layered
compounds that the Cu—O in-plane distance and a-para-
meter are usually determined by the size of the fluorite frag-
ment (18). The in-plane Cu—O distances corresponding to
a"4.038 As for La

2
CuO

3.6
F
0.8

are too large for the conven-
tional T* phases and even bigger than in T@-phases, prob-
ably due to the occupation of the A-position in the fluorite
slab by La atoms only and the larger ionic radius of La3`.

It should be noted that the cell dimensions for the mon-
oclinic superstructure differ significantly from those pre-
viously observed for the sample fluorinated at 230°C by F

2
(11). This is probably related to the different fluorinating
agents used in both cases and to different temperatures of
the treatment, which may lead to a different kind of anion
ordering.

The relatively simple diffraction patterns, as shown in
Figs. 6a and 6b were only occasionally met. Most of the
crystallites produce more complicated ED patterns, which,
however, could be interpreted as the superposition of differ-
ent variants of the proposed monoclinic cell. Figure 11
reproduces the HREM image from part of a crystallite,
containing a twinned monoclinic superstructure. Areas with
opposite orientation of the monoclinic b axis are separated
by a twin boundary lying in the (001)

5
plane. These areas

alternate along [001]
5
, producing a clearly different image

contrast. In the right part of Fig. 11 a region without
any superstructure (noted b) is observed; this corresponds
to either the nonfluorinated initial La

2
CuO

4
or a dis-

ordered placement of the fluorine and oxygen atoms. The
inserted diffraction pattern can be unraveled as being due to
superposition of the ED patterns along the [010]*

.
, [011 0]*

.
,

and [11 10]*
5

zone axes.



FIG. 10. Matrix of calculated HREM images along [010]
.

of the monoclinic superstructure.
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Apart from the commensurate monoclinic superstructure,
ED patterns exhibiting an incommensurate modulation of
the La

2
CuO

4
structure were also observed. The incommen-

surate modulation seen in Fig. 12 in the [11 10]*
5

section can
be described by a q-vector oriented approximately along the
[1131 ]*

5
direction: q"0.12(a*

5
#b*

5
)!0.38c*

5
, and corres-

ponds in real space to a wavelength j+19 As . The HREM
image shows dark stripes, separated by 19 As . Similar incom-
mensurate ED patterns and HREM images were observed
before for La

2
CuO

4
fluorinated at 200°C by F

2
[11], where

this specific image contrast was connected to the presence of
shear planes, parallel to (112)

5
. According to the obvious

similarity, the same model could also be applied for the
interpretation of our HREM picture. A schematic model of
the shear planes is shown in Fig. 13. The q-vector, deter-
mined from the ED pattern, defines the defect planes as
being parallel to (113)

5
. The wavelength of the modulation,
19 As , indicates that these shear planes have to be repeated
approximately every eight CuO

6
octahedra. The two parts

of the structure on both sides of the shear plane are shifted
with respect to each other by a displacement vector R"

[0, v, w]. However, due to the lack of resolution, the exact
value of this displacement as well as the detailed structure of
these shear planes are not as clear as in the case of shear
structures in oxygen deficient La

2
CuO

4~x
(19). The reason

for the inferior quality of the image is due to the limited
stability of the incommensurate structure under the electron
beam.

CONCLUSIONS

The present investigation evidences the following se-
quence changes related to an increasing fluorine content in
fluorinated La

2
CuO

4
.



FIG. 11. HREM image showing a twinned region of the monoclinic superstructure (a) and a region without anion ordering (b). The corresponding ED
pattern is shown as an inset.
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(i) A first stage of fluorine insertion takes place at a low
fluorination level and at a low temperature of about 200°C.
At this stage a small amount of fluorine (up to
La

2
Cu(O, F)

4.18
) (7)) enters into the interstitial positions

between the double LaO layers causing an increase of the
orthorhombic distortion of the unit cell. This leads to an
increased formal copper valence and the appearance of
superconductivity with ¹

#
up to 40 K. No ordering of

interstitial anions is found in this compound.
(ii) Fluorination at 250°C leads to a structural trans-

formation with the formation of a K
2
NiF

4
-type unit cell.

Electron microscopy reveals a superstructure consisting of
a body-centered tetragonal lattice with doubled cell para-
meters of the K

2
NiF

4
-subcell which arises from an alterna-
tion of vacant and filled interstitial positions along [001]
5

and [110]
5
. A cooperative tilting of the CuO

6
octahedra

could be proposed as a possible reason for the anion order-
ing.

(iii) The anion exchange becomes the predominant reac-
tion when the fluorination temperature increases above
300°C. The fluorine atoms occupy interstitial positions with
the removal of neighboring apical oxygen resulting in the
transformation of part of the CuO

6
octahedra into CuO

5
pyramids. Blocks with occupied interstitial positions and
removed apical oxygens (fluorite slabs) alternate with the
blocks of rocksalt slabs in an ordered manner, leading
to a new monoclinic phase with ideal composition
La

2
CuO

3.6
F
0.8

.



FIG. 12. HREM image and ED pattern of the incommensurate superstructure along [11 10]
5
.

FIG. 13. Schematic model of the modulated structure shown in Fig. 12. The main vectors of the K
2
NiF

4
subcell in the foil plain are indicated. R is the

displacement vector and j is the wavelength of the modulation.
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